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Wandersongs Vol. 1
1.Falling Stars
2.The Sword

3.Mysterious Rainbow Girl
4.ACT 1. The Haunting in Langtree/Sunrise

5.The Bard
6.Langtree

7.Me Oh My!
8.Real Life Ghosts!!!

9.Dream Lullaby
10.Dreamscape

11.Slumbering Beast
12.The Beast of Dream Castle

13.The Dream King
14.Good People of Langtree

15.ACT 2. The Performance at the Crazy Raven
16.The Bard and the Witch

17.Miriam
18.Troll!!!
19.Troll...
20.Delphi
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21.The Crazy Raven
22.Try To Keep Up

23.Ash
24.Spooky Jam Sesh

25.Message From Mom
26.The Performance

27.Blown Away!
28.Wind Sonata
29.Windscape

30.The Queen of Winds
31.I Wanna Be The Hero
32.I'm Going With You!

33.ACT 3. Voyage of the Lady Arabica
34.The Bard and the Pirates

35.The Lady Arabica
36.Late Night Coffee

37.Coffee Chaos
38.Tatango

39.The Crusty Bean
40.Calliope's House of Fortune

41.Sailing With The Coffee Pirates
42.Mermaid Ruins
43.Rooftop Slide

44.What A Jerk!!!
45.Mermaids

46.Sail into the Sunset
47.A Hero to Me

48.Chaos Jig
49.Chaoscape

50.Lightning Strike
51.The Way It's Supposed to Be
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What it has:
Cards that Upgrade
Cards that unlock on leveling up your one character

What it doesn't have:
Multiple Characters
Any variation in the two paths
The ability to decline picking a card after a fight
The concept of a 0 card cost upgrade still being 0 cost
Merchant squares
Mini-Elite Squares

Overall:
The concept is great, the implementation of that concept is awful. Just pass on this mess especially while it's in early access.
. game would not even start. I own ksp so i had pretty high hopes and i was very dissapointed. (This review has been edited)

edit march 13th: I have reason to believe the dev has just up and vanished, AVOID SCAM.

While neat in concept, this game is too feature barren to really suggest.

After a point it just becomes a chore to upgrade your turrets, keep your spawners powered up, and build your space up to match
how large the terrain gets. And at that point, if you have enough of a specific upgrade tier, the one above it becomes cheaper.

It needs work, i see a great game if it is developed right, but right now you can get far better for free.

edit 1st of december: They have added a feature that adresses keeping spawners powered, and also to allow life plants to auto
collect.

Theres still bugs with this according to someone else, if you upgrade it after applying the coin it loses the coin. But the devs are
paying attention.

As i have refunded the game, i only know the changes that are announced in the updates. If you own the game, please comment
whens something specific happens to improve the game so i may update this review.. Another Luxor game, If I'm correct this is
the 5th installment in the series.

I won't explain what the game is about again but obviously 'Quest For The Afterlife' is pretty much exactly the same as it's
predecessors. The main difference is the graphics are better and this time there's some kind of story but who cares about a story
in a game like this?

The game is still fun and addicting but like I've already said it doesn't do much different from the other games in the series so
I'd rather would've picked a 'neutral rating' but I simply do not recommend it for the price it's being sold for.. It's a game. Lots
of breasts. Play it if you like slightly odd dating sims. Bit expensive for what it is, but there is a lot of potential play time. Get it
if it's on sale.. Another solid game from Kremlingames, this game is a mixture between Ostelgia and Crisis in the Kremlin,
while managed a good balance between the extreme complexity of Crisis and the easy to learn nature of Ostelgia. Although I'm
a sucker for any game that portrays socialism and socialist politics more realistically and actually understands the complex
government and policy, I would say that this is an amazing game in it's own right. However as a small note a feature to
customize your leader like in Crisis in the Kremlin would be amazing.. Rainswept is a point and click murder mystery game
where you play a detective from the big city sent to a small town to help the police there solve a crime. You go around town
getting to know the towns people and also unraveling your own mysteries about your past. The game uses vector graphics but is
still very cinematic. There are several time where the screen pans out so you can take in the scenery.
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It was an entertaining game to play. It felt a little bit like watching a TV show than playing a game. You are given different
dialog options but for the most part you have to ask every item on the list. I also thought that my choices didn't matter but At the
end of the game I unlocked an achievement because of one of the choices I made earlier in the game. This makes me wonder if
there are alternative endings ...

The walking animation is a bit clunky. I was almost stuck in the basement until I figured out I should run up the stairs and not
just try to walk. The same thing happened in the forest. The toggle smoking doesn't seem to work because when I entered the
next scene, he would start smoking again. Sometimes he would start smoking right after I toggled smoking. The character also
sometimes had to be on top of something in order to get the interaction modal to display. There was also a time when I was
walking off of the street that has the clothing shop to go to the next street, and as the character was leaving the screen, I saw a
car flying in the sky. Now that I finished the game I wonder if that was on purpose ... hmm.

I enjoyed the game and I'm glad I bought it.. I can without a doubt say that this game is not worth buying. Not at it's current
price, or any price. The game sells itself as a visual with an Alchemy crafting system, to help tell the story and to fill the space
between the visual novel sections. However, what the game is in reality is 95% Alchemy and 5% visual novel. That's way to
much filler if you ask me.

But thats not the end of it. The Alchemy system is a barebones as it can be, with the player simply choosing a recipe, selecting
what items to use and then crafting the item, only to then sell whatever item they have made for money. That's it. The only
reason the 'Alchemy' mechanic is in the game is to serve as filler to make the game seem longer than it is. It's not fleshed out, or
interesting. It's purely there to make the game seem longer so that the developers can justify a higher price.

The visual novel side of things is also terrrible. The characters are bland. The interactions are lifeless. And the player made
choices are so... bizare in how they affect the characters (Which they dont really do.) The game tries to sell the player an
'alignment' system to make the visual novel side of things more interesting. But again, similar to the Alchemy system, is purely
there the pad out the game. It doesn't make the characters more interesting. It doesn't make the choices anymore meaningful. It
is again, a mechanic that was only added to help justify a larger price tag. The developers care so little about this game that they
didn't even add a proper ending. The game just... ends. No credits, no nothing. Not even an epilogue for the character you chose
to romance. It's just a cash grab and you're not missing out on anything by avoiding it. In fact, you're better off if that's what you
choose to do.. i HOPE THIS GAME DESTORY IT
. A rocky start, but now we're live, folks!

The program offers everything it suggests in the videos, and should do so for both Nvidia and AMD cards now. The developer
has been very willing to work with his customers to make this tool more accessible from the start.

My prior review had detailed a few bugs that are no longer present, and a few misconceptions that have since been answered.
(rather quickly, too!) While the program is still fairly simple, this only gives it a starting point to grow in a ton of directions that
I can't wait to see.

If you're new to GMing tabletops, this is a great tool work with; No need to learn layer masking or any other image editing
software unless you want post editing. You can simply draw your map, choose your textures dynamically (meaning no constant
editing to see how different walls and floors work together), and then light it up. It's all very hands on, and doesn't feel
overwhelming or technical, despite the power it gives you. No more drawing boxes in MS Paint. Get that♥♥♥♥♥♥outta here.

Now, as it currently stands, most WILL want to work with their maps they export from here in post, if they want things like
texture fading between floors,outdoor elements, etc. But, again, this is clearly a work in progress that I can only imagine the
dev(s) are working feverishly to further.

Should you pick it up? If you're new to mapmaking, definitely. If you've been doing it for a while and already have a grasp on
image manipulation, probably not YET, but if you want a quick way to get a clean, easy-to-work-with base for more complex
maps, this is it. I've been GMing tabletops for over a decade and this has already been helpful in making quick maps on the fly.
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I really like this game. It is, however, broken in a lot of ways. The dialogue and text sound, at times, as if they were written by
someone who's first language wasn't english, ie. "Oh thank god! I thought I was goner!".
The textures sometimes fault, and if you try to skip the pre-conflict dialogue by clicking, sometimes it will freeze the game and
render everything unclickable. Your character stands against no enemy models, just hovering hitpoints.
The game also occasionally just freezes. Sometimes you can still walk around but doors are unusable or things are unclickable.
(NOTE: I believe the game is still being patched for bugs).

Another mechanic I don't understand is sometimes if you are caught trying to steal from humans, you enter battle with
them...but they're zombies now. As opposed to being normal, talking people just before.
The game requires you to collect "Essences" to purchase extra trait points in game...however one of them seems entirely
unaccessible. This could just be me being bad at the game, but I can't find a single way to get to it.

The game throws you into the muck with only a knife, and due to the random spawning you're sometimes immediately thrown
up against a gang of up to 4 people, often with guns and armor. It is a cumbersome experience to set up your character, click
through the opening dialogue, and have to loot your apartment, only to die instantly and have to do it all again.

There is also no map so it is extremely easy to get lost. Not sure if this is a flaw or just a function put in to emphasize the chaos
and confusion.

That all being said, this is a charming and very engaging game. The pixel art is beautifully done, vibrant, bright, and spooky. The
game mechanics are very well sketched out, despite the few minor flaws. The combat is quick to learn and either very
rewarding, or very stressful (which is good, it's meant to be!). I sat down and played half of the game, then decided I enjoyed it
so much I wanted it to last...however I went back to it not two hours later and completed it. It is UNBELIEVABLY satisfying to
beat objectives. I still intend to play more of this game, because it's so exciting to discover all the little nooks and crannies and
rooms and items. I fully recommend and really like this game. Please buy it and support the creators in (hopefully) future
endeavors!!! <3. What's that? You say you like bugs? Glitches good too? Excellent, have we got a game for you!

We've got save game corruption bugs, falling through the map bugs, enemy AI bugs, checkpoint bugs, scripting bugs! We've
even managed to add bugs to the process of selecting a tarot card!

Yessir, if you enjoy being kicked out of a game and back to your steam library every nearly ten to fifteen minutes, have we got
a game for you right here. What's that I hear? Overdose was buggy, you say? Well yes, Overdose was a buggy, slightly
unfinished seeming product, glad you noticed. We've managed to more than triple the bugs in that as well as reduce overall
stability!

Remember back in the good old days of playing through Painkiller: Overdose when you'd randomly morph into demon mode
and it'd boot ya to your desktop? ENJOY THAT EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU MORPH THIS GO-ROUND, FRIENDO!

And the level design is unintutive, what with checkpoints that fail to load, enemies spawning on top of each other, on top of you,
and on top of a void outside the map! We've got necessary progression points hidden in corners you'd NEVER think to look
here, boy howdy!

What's that you say? This isn't enough for you? Try a heaping helping of FIRST PERSON PLATFORMING! Yes, the bane of
all gamers' existance, the reason nobody liked Xen, good ol' FPS platforming is back, this time in a painkiller game! Nothing
goes together like mustard and chocolate cake quite like having to jump up a large spiral staircase very high up with nothing to
meet you when you inevitably fail like a fifteen minute load time.

A 15 minute load time that, mind you, will fail to load almost each and every time, simply freezing you on a load screen.

BUT IF YOU'RE STILL NOT IMPRESSED, REMEMBER: Your save games can and will become corrupted for virtually no
reason, oftentimes making the game fail to launch and booting you out to your desktop before you even get a chance to see past
the main menu!

All in all, if you don't spend enough time not playing games and not looking at your steam library, highly recommended.
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Easily the best rebooting your videogame upwards of twice every 30 minutes simulator on the market today.. \udb40\udc21. The
definition of a hidden gem.

Highly recommended for lovers of tactics\/rogue-like games.. For all those like me who dreams of space! Fun and interesting,
with the randomness flavor so well put in it feels immersive. A++!. A really good hardcore platformer! really fun!. I found this
game very fun, for a guy who loves to make spreadsheets to track just about everything this was right up my alley. I remember
the first time my top rated quarterback whom I'd drafted right out of college retired...that was so depressing.. I've only had this
game for a few days, but I just love this! The graphics are stunning, and very smooth. The devs have done an amazing job. Its a
sad thing for this wonderful time period to be ignored by many for too long, but no more. Great work, and thanks!. i dont have a
couch, i went homeless after spending my money on this what do i do
. 10\/10 graham is a beefcake
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